The time saving solution you're not using:
LABEL PRINTING AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
PRINT AUTOMATION is a centralized technology that replaces the
manual process of triggering a print job within a labeling environment.
One company reduced costs by $8,476
per year by implementing print
automation solutions. This process can
drive roughly $42,000 back to your
bottom line every 5 years!

Is this what your label printing process looks like?

Open the design
software

Browse for the
correct label

Select the right
printer

Populate the
quantity to print

Click print

Pray it's right

In a recent TEKLYNX poll, 60% of
respondents indicated that it takes them
30 seconds or longer to generate 1 label
print request!

If you're using the above process, you're
wasting valuable time. The recommended
print request time is 5 seconds or less.

Triggers that it's time to consider print automation
(Check all that apply):
Your printing process is disjointed and has many manual steps.
Your label printing software is installed on many machines.
You have many label templates that are hard to manage.
You want to apply securities and controls for design users versus print users.

If you checked any of the above, you can benefit
from print automation.
SENTINEL print automation software can help you:

Eliminate manual interaction and errors
Manage fewer label templates
Save time and money
Increase efficiency and accuracy

Request a print
automation
consultation, and
a TEKLYNX expert
will reach out to
answer your
questions.

Print faster

About TEKLYNX International
TEKLYNX International is the world’s leading barcode and RFID labeling software developer and
solutions provider. An industry innovator for over 30 years, TEKLYNX helps companies operate smoothly
and efficiently by implementing labeling solutions that streamline operations while staying ahead of
industry-specific compliance and emerging regulations. TEKLYNX is world-renowned for its customer
service; offering flexible purchase options, unparalleled service and support, and a comprehensive
product offering that grows with companies over time. With operations in Europe, the United States,
China and Singapore, more than 630,000 companies in over 120 countries look to TEKLYNX integrated
software solutions for their standard of success.
Learn more about TEKLYNX' label printing automation solution at www.teklynx.com/sentinel

